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ABSTRACT 
This note deals with the consistency of complex matrix equations AX - YB = C 
and AX - XB = C under the constraints Y = X* and X = X*. 
Let F be a field, and let A, B, C be matrices over F of respective sizes 
m Xn,  s ×k ,  and m ×k.  Put 
and o). 
The following theorem was given by W. E. Both. 
THEOREM 1 [2]. 
(1) The matrix equation 
AX-YB=C (1) 
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has a solution X ~ F ~zk, Y ~ F "'xs i f  and only i f  M c and M o are equivalent 
(i.e., have the same rank). 
(2) Assume n = m, k = s. There exists a solution X ~ F n×k of  
AX - XB  = c (2) 
i f  and only i f  M c and M o are similar. 
In this note we assume F = C and consider (1) and (2) together with the 
respective constraints Y = X* and X = X*. The approach of [1] will be used 
to prove the following results. 
THEOREM 9, Assume n = s', k = m. The fol lowing statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) The equation 
AX - x*B  = c (3) 
has a solution X ~ C '*×k. 
(b) There exists a nonsingular matrix S ~ C ('~ + k)x ~,, + k) such that 
(c) There exist nonsingular matrices R, S ~ C ('.+~)×('+k) ,such that 
and 
(o (o 
s* R = (6) 
- I , ,  0 - -  I , ,  " 
THEOREM 3. Assume n = m = k = s. The fol lowing statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) The equation 
AX-XB = C 
has a hermitian solution. 
ROTH'S THEOREMS FOR MATRIX EQUATIONS 
(b) There exists a nonsingular matrix R ~ C 2~×2" which satisfies 
and 
.,(o 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
and 
(a) ~ (e): For X ~ C "× k and Y ~ C'" ×~ define 
Gx = 0 I k 
I,,, Y ) 
Gy = 0 I~ " 
As was observed in [2], Equation (1) can be written in an equivalent form 
MoG x -  GrM c =0.  
Put 
0 Ik) 
]=  --I,, 0 " 
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(7) 
Hence (7) yields (5) with R = G x and S = G r. 
(b) ~ (c): Put 
Pc=(  CB -A)0 
G~JGx =J .  
For a nonsingular matffx G define G-* = (G*) -1. Obviously Y - -X*  is 
equivalent to 
36O 
such that PcJ = Mc. Hence (4) is equivalent to 
Mo( J - 'S - * j )  = SM c. 
Note that (6) can be wr i t ten as R = J -  l S-  *J. 
(c) ~ (a): Let 
U = 
be complex(n + k) X (n + k)matrices where U,2 ~ C "xk andWlo " 
Put 
and 
Fc = {(U ,W)  IMoU - WMc =0} 
zx~ = {(u ,w) I JU* J *Mo - M~j*w* j  = o}. 
The conditions for (U, W) ~ F¢ are 
A U 1 - W 1 A = 0,  
BU2a - W21A = O, 
AUI2 -- W~C - Wt2B = 0, 
BU 2-W2,C-  W 2B =0,  
and those for (U, W)  ~ A c are given explicitly by 
U~A - AW* + CW* =0,  -U*  B +AWl*  2 - CW~ =0,  
- U*A  + BW~ =0,  U ,*B-BW? =0.  
Put 
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(8) 
C kXn ' 
(9) 
(lO) 
(11) 
(12) 
dim D c = dim D o. (14) 
Clearly D c is a vector space over C. For C =0 let F 0, A 0, and D O be 
defined by (9), (10), and (13). It is not difficult to verify that M c = S- IMo R 
together with (6) implies that (U, W) ~ D c is equivalent to (UR -1, WS-  1) 
D o . Hence 
D~ = r~ n A~. (13) 
ROTH'S THEOREMS FOR MATRIX EQUATIONS 
Suppose there exists a pair (U, W)  ~ D c such that W 1 
(12) yield 
AU12 - WI2 B = C 
and 
and 
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= I. Then (11) and 
(15) 
Ker ~c 
Let U and W be as in (8), and put 
6=(  U~ 
= Ker ~o. 
I f (U ,W)  ~ D C then (~, fie) ~ Do . Therefore we have 
Im¢c_ Im ¢o. 
(20) 
(21) 
X + W~)  (17) = ~(u~ 
is a solution of (3). 
Set E = C O'+k)×("+k). We introduce a linear map ~o : E × E ~ C ('+k)×k 
and define 
~(v ,w)= w~i " 
The aim is to prove that 
It is obvious that in the ease C = 0 we have (U ,W)= (I, I )~  D o and 
therefore 
(~)  ~q~(D0) .  (19) 
Put q~c = q~lDc and q~0 = q~lD0- From (11) and (12) we see that 
aw~ - u*  8 = c ,  (16) 
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Note that 
dim Ker ~c + dim Im qo c = dim D c 
and 
dim Ker q~o + dim Im q~o = dim D o. 
Then (14) and (20) imply dim Im ¢c = dim hn ~0, and (21) yields ~(D c)  = 
~(D0). From (19) we obtain (18), which completes the proof. • 
Proof  o f  Theorem 3. To show that (b) implies (a) let F c and A c be 
defined as in (9) and (10). Put A = {(U,W)] U = W}, and replace D c in 
(13) by D c = F c (~ kc 5~ A. The argmnents of the preceding proof remain 
unchanged. They lead to (15) and (16), but now with U12 = Wlz. Hence in 
(17) we have X = X*. • 
This note was st imulated by discussions with G. Picci and S. Pinzoni at 
LADSEB-CNR in Pa(hma. 
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